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Abstract 
This case study examines the role of music and music-making for the youth in Brikama, the 
Gambia in terms of freedom of expression, sustainable development and social change. The 
study is situated within a project where young musicians with different backgrounds wrote 
and recorded their own songs during workshops with established musicians. The data was 
collected via interviews with the participants and instructors, observations and song analysis. 
The study uses Small’s (1998) theory of musicking to analyze the meaning of the musical 
events in the social context. Furthermore, it uses theories on the relationship between music 
and sustainability to analyze the role of music for the youth on an individual-, group- and 
societal level, but also on an organizational level. The study finds that on all four levels music 
and music-making holds many of the characteristics required for sustainable development 
and that it can foster resilience through creativity. However, it also shows that this requires 
the creation of inclusive spaces with an awareness of the cultural narrative and forces (such 
as limiting traditional values and gender issues) that might limit the capabilities of 
individuals, and the society, to reap these benefits. The study also shows how music, with its 
artistic characteristics, can offer pockets of freedom of expression to a certain but limited 
extent. Finally, the study shows how music can and should be incorporated more extensively 
by organizations working for sustainable development and social change, both as a tool to 
achieve other sustainability agendas, but also for the inherent characteristics of resilience and 
creativity that is found in music-making itself. 
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Sammanfattning 
Denna fallstudie undersöker musik och musikskapandets roll för ungdomar i Brikama, 
Gambia, och dess relation till yttrandefrihet, hållbar utveckling och social förändring. Studien 
är genomförd inom ramen för ett projekt där unga musiker med olika bakgrund komponerade 
och spelade in sina egna låtar under workshops tillsammans med etablerade musiker. 
Materialet samlades in genom intervjuer med deltagarna och instruktörer, observationer och 
textanalys av låtarna. Studien använder sig av Smalls (1998) koncept musicking för att 
analysera den musikaliska situationens mening i sin sociala kontext. Dessutom används 
teorier om relationen mellan musik och hållbarhet för att analysera musikens roll för 
ungdomarna på en individuell-, grupp- och samhällsnivå, men även på en organisationsnivå. 
Studien visar på alla fyra nivåer att musik och musikskapande innehar många av de 
karaktärsdrag som krävs för hållbar utveckling och att det kan främja resiliens genom 
kreativitet. Dock visar studien att inkluderande sammanhang behöver skapas med 
medvetenhet om den kulturella kontexten. Detta för att kunna navigera de krafter (såsom 
negativa traditionella värderingar kring genus) som kan begränsa individers deltagande och i 
slutändan samhällets möjlighet att ta del av fördelarna. Studien visar också hur musik, med 
sina konstärliga karaktärsdrag, kan erbjuda ett visst utrymme för yttrandefrihet. Slutligen 
visar studien hur musik kan och bör inkorporeras till större grad av organisationer som 
arbetar för hållbar utveckling och social förändring, både som ett verktyg för att uppnå 
hållbarhetsagendor, men även för de inneboende karaktärsdragen resiliens och kreativitet 
som finns att hitta i själva musikskapandet. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Cultural expression is a central factor in the life of societies in general and music serves as a 
distinct yet integrated part of societies' communication and expression of ideas (Thorsén, 
2004). Music can serve as both a cause of, and a reflection of changes in society and its 
potentially transformational power has been central to cultures across the planet (Thorsén, 
2004; Koen, 2008). The Gambia faces many challenges, ranking 175 of 188 countries in the 
Human Development Index (HDI)1 a poverty headcount of 44.8% of the population2 and an 
unemployment rate of 29.8%3. Yet, behind these statistics is a country with a strong musical 
tradition and where music is central to the culture and lives of Gambians, and in particular for 
many young people. The fusion between traditional and modern styles such as hip-hop, 
reggae, mballax, afro-manding and dancehall makes the Gambia a unique place for music. 
However, the music industry is underdeveloped and there are very few places for the youth to 
explore their musical creativity, to record and promote their music. The creative context in 
the Gambia, in terms of the ability to express oneself artistically, is also limited due to the 
government infringements on freedom of expression.  
 
Sofanyama Kunda, an organization and platform for culture and arts in Brikama that is 
founded and run by Gambians in the country, the diaspora and their friends, have established 
a creative space where young Gambians with an interest in music can develop their musical 
skills and creativity. With the challenge of reaching sustainability and promote sustainable 
development in the country, the relationship to music as a means of achieving these 
objectives is not particularly researched. Connecting music with these challenges is therefore 
important in general, and more specifically for this study, the relationship between music, 
youth and sustainability. It is not only important to understand for organisations and policy 
makers, but also specifically in terms of awareness for those working as teachers or other 
staff within the field of music education with an aim of achieving social change. In what way, 
and to what extent this space affects the youth in terms of empowerment, freedom of 
expression and sustainable development in general, are questions that this study aims to 
explore.  

1.1 Research Aim 
This study will explore how music can be used to empower young people in the Gambia and 
what challenges and opportunities can be found at the intersection of music, sustainability 
and sustainable development. The purpose is to gain an understanding of how music, and 
                                                
1 The Human Development Index is a measurement conducted by the United Nations Development Program 
and it measures a country’s human development by focusing on three broader dimensions of long and healthy 
life, knowledge and a decent standard of living. Read more: http://hdr.undp.org/en/content/human-development-
index-hdi 
2 According to data published by the World Bank in 2015, poverty is defined here at two levels - living on less 
than $1.9 and $3.6 a day: http://data.worldbank.org/country/gambia-the 
3 UNDP Human Development Report 2015: 
http://www.gm.undp.org/content/gambia/en/home/presscenter/articles/2016/01/12/the-gambia-launched-human-
development-report-2015.html 
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specifically music-making can foster resilience and other positive effects on an individual, 
group and societal level. The results from this study will generate a better understanding of 
the role of music in sustainable development and in what way creative spaces benefit young 
people and communities in the Gambia.  

1.2 Research Questions 
Three research questions will be explored in this study: 
 

• What role can music, and music-making, play in general, but for young people in 
particular, in the Gambia? 

• What challenges and opportunities can music and music-making offer for freedom of 
expression in the Gambia? 

• How can organizations benefit from music in sustainability, development and social 
change efforts? 

1.3 Setting and Methodology 
The study was conducted in conjunction with a three month long project where young and 
aspiring musicians in Brikama were offered songwriting workshops together with 
professional musicians. Workshops were held twice a week where the participants and the 
professional musicians arranged and rehearsed the songs written by the youth. When the 
songs were ready, they were recorded at Sofanyama Kunda’s studio, located in Brikama. The 
participants were between 4-18 years old and all had some or a lot of musical experience. The 
staff at the studio consisted of one professional studio engineer who, teaches, supervises and 
supports two sound engineering students, also within the frame of the project. My role within 
the project was as one of two project managers. In order to answer the research questions, 
data was gathered through individual and group interviews with the participants and tutors; 
participatory observation, and; analysis of the songs written within the project. In order to 
analyse the empirical material an extensive theoretical framework has been used where 
Small’s (1998) theory of musicking and Kagan & Kirchberg’s (2016) research that connects 
music and sustainability are at the core. 
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2. Background & Literature Review 
This chapter will present some background on the context of music and musicians in West 
Africa in general, and the Gambia in particular. It will also present research on music and 
music education for social change as well as discuss the situation for freedom of expression 
in the Gambia. 

2.1 The Contrasting Roles of Musicians in West Africa 
With the notions of music as an important form of freedom of expression and transformation, 
a review of selected existing research and projects where music is used as a tool for 
empowerment and/or social change will situate this case study. First, an overview of 
musicians as agents of social change historically and generally, with focus on Sub-Saharan 
Africa (particularly West Africa) will be given. Secondly, a curated literature review of music 
as interventions for social impact is presented to give an overview of the field and its existing 
critique in terms of freedom of expression, empowerment and sustainable development. 

Music and musicians in Sub-Saharan Africa have historically had a central role as mediators 
of oral history, which is demonstrated in the role of the griot in West Africa. The griot was in 
the service of noble patrons and the elite and they served as praise speakers, singers, family 
historians, counselors and confidants and their tasks would include ”social mediation and 
reputation management” (Schulz, 1997). In many ways this role of the griot remains 
significant to the modern Gambian society as griots are frequently playing at naming 
ceremonies, weddings, funerals and other celebrations. However, the griots serve a political 
function but in a way that contrasts with what is often referred to as “the modern griot” found 
in hip-hop (Sajnani, 2014). The stark difference is that hip-hop artists often take on a 
servitude of dissent and questioning of the status quo rather than legitimizing or praising it 
(Sajnani, 2014). This study will touch upon the contrasting roles of the griot since the 
traditional role of the griot is struggling to remain in its traditional role while simultaneously 
being fused with contemporary music. 

2.2 Musicians as Social Change Agents in West Africa 
During the Ebola outbreak in West Africa, one of the most important preventive measure that 
could be made was to raise awareness about how the virus spreads, but also to make people 
realize that Ebola was actually real. There are examples of how musicians, with or without 
cooperation with aid or government agencies, created songs about the disease to raise 
awareness amongst the population. The songs were played on the radio across the region, 
most probably making an impact through its danceable music and powerful message (NPR, 
2014). In the Gambia, a project sponsored by the US Embassy engages famous Gambian 
artists to record a compilation of songs addressing the problem of increased migration from 
the country by young people. Migration through what is most often dubbed “the Back Way” 
is very common amongst young men and boys in the Gambia and UNHCR estimated that the 
number of asylum applications in Europe by Gambian refugees increased fivefold from 2012-
2014 (UNHCR, 2014). There are no available reports on the results of the project, but the 
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compilation4 demonstrates the strong engagement by the artists in the tto use their talents to 
sensitize the youth about the perils of going the hazardous journey of fleeing to Europe.  

2.3 Addressing Poverty and Inequality through Music Education 
The role of music as a means for communication and social commentary is perhaps obvious, 
but music and music education can also serve to fight poverty, inequality and injustice, even 
though its application might not seem as obvious (Bates, 2016). Even if music is not life-
sustaining in the same sense as food or water, it has the potential to meet important social and 
psychological needs (Bates, 2016), but identifying the different roles that music can play and 
how it can be applied and supported is crucial. Bates continues: 
 

Addressing poverty and inequality through music education, then, cannot be a simple matter 
of providing music lessons and music resources to poor children. Still, it can be reasonably 
argued that music educators can and should play a role in addressing poverty and inequality 
— as long as they recognize up-front the cultural, personal, and social affluence of people 
who have otherwise been subjected to political and economic impoverishment. (Bates, 2016, 
p. 4) 

A recent special issue of Action, Criticism and Theory for Music Education5 focuses on how 
music education can meet the challenge of defeating poverty and inequality and its 
subsequent related factors. The issue focuses in particular on the generally lauded and rapidly 
expanding international music program of El Sistema6 as it is expressly a social program 
intended to help the poor (Bates, 2016).While El Sistema has managed to engage about 
700,000 participants around the world, the studies spare no criticism of how the world-
spanning project based on European classical music, extends colonialism (Rosabal-Coto, 
2016) and the historic use of discipline and control of particular social groups through music 
(Baker, 2014). The authors criticize the way the notion of promotion of social justice through 
the classical orchestra is misguided as it in reality reinforces the status quo of social 
stratification rather than inclusion and equality. One of the most troubling aspect of El 
Sistema, and most relevant critiques for this study, is the view of the poor as lacking culture, 
identity and aspirations and that playing in a classical orchestra would be their “salvation” 
(Baker, 2016). The notion that material poverty would equal cultural poverty is misguided as 
many of the musical styles as jazz, blues, samba, tango, reggae, hip-hop and rock, to a large 
extent have emerged as a result of migrant cultures and poverty (Laaser, 1997). Recognizing 
the rich cultural practices of the materially impoverished can help bring an end to the notion 
that they lack culture just because they lack material basic necessities as such presumptions 
build programs of symbolic violence (Bates, 2016). Bates goes on to argue that such 
programs often comes with the conviction that music education can help its participants 
develop social and personal skills and overcome this “culture of poverty”. According to 
Gorski (2013), such deficit theories have largely been discredited and that the myth of 
                                                
4 The compilation is available on Soundcloud: https://soundcloud.com/usembassybanjul/sets/no-to-back-way 
5 http://act.maydaygroup.org 
6 El Sistema was founded in 1975 by Venezuelan educator, musician and activist José Antonio Abreu and 
that “...seeks to effect social change through the ambitious pursuit of musical excellence…”...and focuses 
primarily on children with the fewest resources and greatest need” (http://www.elsistemausa.org/guiding-
principles.htm). 
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“poverty cultures” is based on stereotypes that creates misguided approaches and 
interventions to low-income students. The question is then how the rich culture of the 
materially impoverished can be used, instead of replaced, to address issues that directly affect 
their daily lives and prospects for the future.  
 
As one of the poorest countries in the world, the Gambia face many challenges related to 
poverty, ranging from lack of access to safe drinking water, basic sanitation, education, 
unemployment and other related factors. Bates (2016) argues that music education can play 
an important role in addressing issues of inequality and the poverty related issues mentioned 
above. Especially through means of songwriting, which not only offers the opportunity to 
address these issues in terms of information and awareness but also supports the music of the 
oppressed and strengthens their voice and ability to speak out against injustice.  

2.4 Freedom of artistic expression 
Freedom of expression is protected as a universal human right in a number of declarations 
and treaties on a global level, such as the  Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)7, the  
International Covenants on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)8 and Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights (ICESCR)9. Article 19 in the UDHR states: 

Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to 
hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas 
through any media and regardless of frontiers. (Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 
Article 19) 

The ICESCR in turn states in article 15 that the signed parties recognize the right of everyone 
to “take part in cultural life”. Article 19 in the ICCPR specifically addresses the freedoms of 
artistic expression: 

Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right shall include freedom to 
seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either 
orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any other media of his choice. 
(International Covenants on Civil and Political Rights, Article 19) 

Spencer (2012) demonstrates how the use of music in post-war Sierra Leone has become an 
important space for freedom of expression where the urban youths use pop songs to express 
views on corruption, injustice and bad governance. The prewar Sierra Leonean context, 
where the singing of songs critical of the government would lead to jail for “careless talk” 
(Spencer 2012), is similar to the current state of freedom of expression in the Gambia 
demonstrated by the recent news of the Gambian rapper Killa Ace was forced to flee the 
country after a song critical of the government went viral10. Music serves as a platform for 
freedom of expression by the youth in postwar Sierra Leone and is a sign of the ‘flowering’ 
of democracy as political songs can be freely produced and spread to help shape the political 
discourse amongst the youth (Shepler 2010). A study by Clark (2012) shows how hip-hop is 
                                                
7 Read the entire UDHR here: http://voiceproject.org/docs/UDHR.pdf 
8 Read the entire ICCPR here: http://voiceproject.org/docs/ICCPR.pdf 
9 Read the entire ICESCR here: http://voiceproject.org/docs/ICESCR.pdf 
10 I will return to Killa Ace’s case later in the thesis. Source: 
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jul/23/gambia-rapper-ali-cham-flees-country-song-death-threats 
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used as social commentary in Dar Es Salaam and Accra with varying degrees of political 
content and critique. The study shows how hip-hop has succeeded in engaging the youth in 
political discussions, but also that there is a lack of calls for social change. The study also 
concludes that hip-hop in Ghana and Tanzania is an important means for the youth to 
communicate amongst themselves and the rest of society. Senegal demonstrates an example 
of using rap as a means to engage the youth in discussions about current events through the 
YouTube channel Journal Rappé11. The channel broadcasts weekly about current event in the 
country and the world using a hip-hop beat and rap. The social and political contexts of these 
various countries are different from the Gambia, but these examples demonstrate how hip-
hop can be used as a means for youth to express themselves freely and become involved in 
the public political discourse. Research also supports the notion that musicians can be 
equated with similar functions as journalists, historians, political/social commentators and a 
voice of the voiceless (Spencer, 2012; Clark, 2012; Mano, 2007). The music of the Gambia 
has both of these functions represented through the traditions of griot and the modern style of 
hip-hop. To what degree the traditional role of the griot affects the role of hip-hop is an 
unknown, but the nature of the two traditions is important to highlight for this study. The 
contrast between these two purposes of music and as they relate to musical traditions and 
styles will be relevant to recognize throughout this study as the project is situated at the 
convergence of the two.  

While the role of music and musicians is central to the culture of the Gambia, their artistic 
freedom is severely limited. In 2015, the rapper Killa Ace (as mentioned earlier) released a 
song entitled “Ku Boka C Geta G”12 which explicitly talks about the situation and hardships 
facing the Gambia. The song went viral and  Killa Ace along with his family was forced to 
flee the country and the song was banned from being played on radio in the Gambia 
(Amnesty International 2016). Freedom House, an organisation that monitors and evaluates 
freedom of expression in the world gives the Gambia the status “not free” and a bottom score 
on freedom rating, civil liberties and political rights (Freedom House, 2015). US Ambassador 
on Human Rights recently addressed the role of artistic expression to the UN Human Rights 
Council, stating: “Artistic expressions and creations have come under particular attack 
because they convey specific messages and articulate symbolic values in a powerful way... It 
is little wonder that dictators seek to silence art” (US Embassy, 2015). 

 
 

  

                                                
11 Journal Rappé on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/jtronline 
12 The title is in Wolof and it refers to the herding of cattle and that co-owners of a herd should also be able to 
reap its benefits. Read more: http://sidisanneh.blogspot.se/2015/06/one-gambian-youths-revolt-against.html 
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3. Project and Research Design 
This chapter will describe the design of the project I initiated and how it came to be, but also 
the research design and methodological questions related to this study. 

3.1 Background 
Through a number of fortunate connections and events I got in contact with the organization 
Sofanyama Kunda, based in Brikama, the Gambia. The organization is a platform for culture, 
music, arts and sports and is founded and run by Gambian nationals and diaspora in Norway 
and Sweden. Sofanyama Kunda becomes unique in the sense that it is managed and run by a 
combination of locals and its diaspora, creating a network of local and international 
capacities. The organization is in its infancy in many ways, but the focal point of the 
organization's work, the music studio, is fully functional and operating.  

3.2 Project Design: Young Stars of Sofanyama Kunda 
Together with Aida Jobarteh, daughter of Sankung Jobarteh and co-founder of Sofanyama 
Kunda, we discussed the needs of their organization and then drafted a project with the aim 
of making it more sustainable in the long run. In our discussions we found that the big 
challenge was that Sofanyama Kunda to a large degree is dependent on overseas volunteers to 
run the music studio due to lacking local capacity, knowledge and experience of sound 
engineering and studio management. Thus, the project was designed with two tracks running 
parallel but intersecting at various points to reach the common goal. The first track was a 
training program for studio engineers that allow them to run the studio on a daily basis, and 
the second track was music workshops for young and aspiring musicians where they compose 
music and record it in the studio. After a successful crowdfunding campaign in Sweden, 
Norway and Denmark where the necessary funds were raised, the project was able to start in 
the beginning of February 2016. 

3.2.1 Training for Studio Engineers 
An experienced Gambian sound engineer conducted the studio engineer training twice a 
week, with assignments for the students to pursue between sessions. The sound engineer, 
Sulayman, has extensive experience in studio engineering and has been working 
professionally for over 20 years as a musician and sound engineer with both Gambian and 
international clients. The students were identified based on a few criteria, they had to be 
locals and they had to have a sincere interest in both music and sound engineering. The two 
students, males, 34 and 23 years old, started their training with two sessions at Sulayman's 
studio, with the following sessions conducted at Sofanyama Kunda's studio in Brikama. The 
aim of the training was that the students by the end of the training would be able to manage 
the studio on their own with everything from bookings to recording different styles of music. 
The training also includes some composing and piano instruction to make them better at 
working with MIDI productions. 
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3.2.2 Workshops in songwriting for young musicians 
The second track was workshops where selected young musicians (instrumentalists, singers, 
rappers etc) from the local community composed songs and recorded them in the studio. The 
workshops were largely student-driven in the sense that they were given the best possible 
prerequisites for writing and arranging their music together with professional musicians. The 
songs were entirely written by the students, but the professional musicians were there to give 
feedback and support throughout the process. Thanks to the great network of musician's that 
the organization has access to, well-known artists of the Gambia joined some of the 
workshops to offer feedback and inspiration to the participants. The music created by the 
youth ranged from traditional music to mbalax, afro-manding, reggae, hip-hop and their 
various convergences. 

3.2.3 Synergies of the training and the workshops 
The two tracks intersected at the stage of recording and production of the album, which was 
the final product of the project. The pursued end result was two skilled studio 
managers/sound engineers and a high quality album with the music written and performed by 
young talents from the local community. While these are two very tangible results within the 
project, the softer values about how the creative space affects the participants are more 
difficult to establish, but which this study attempts to address and explore further. 

3.3 Methodological discussion 
This study was conducted using a mixed-methods approach by combining qualitative 
interviews, participatory observation and song analysis. Using a combination of methods is 
generally considered beneficial to any research study as it adds rigor to the research design 
and allows for a deeper understanding (Stewart-Withers et al., 2014). Each method has its 
own strengths and weaknesses and it is vital to consider how the chosen methods will provide 
added value in order to harvest the advantages of the approach (Stewart-Withers et al., 2014; 
Hansen et al, 1998). The qualitative interviews were conducted with professional musicians, 
the youth participating in the project, the project manager, the students and teacher of the 
sound engineering training. Such a design gives access to data from sources on both sides of 
the project, both those in charge as well as the target group. Including the lyrics of the songs 
recorded within the project as data for analysis, offer additional insights that help answering 
the research questions. The qualitative methodologies have been deemed more suitable than 
quantitative approaches as it offers the possibility to gain a different type of knowledge 
(Golafshani, 2003). A quantitative approach strives to predict and generalize the findings, 
while a qualitative approach aims to generate understanding, illuminate and extrapolate its 
findings (Hoepfl, 1997; Stenbacka, 2001). It is also questionable how useful a quantitative 
approach would be for a case study with a rather small scope and possible dataset. Even 
though a qualitative approach cannot be generalized, it still involves quantitative elements as 
identification of recurring themes, topics and stories determine when a good enough sample 
size has been reached to conduct a fruitful analysis (Pathfinder International, 2006). It is vital 
to recognize that the research is guided by its questions and that a sophisticated methodology 
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does not improve the research if irrelevant and inadequately formulated questions are asked 
(Hansen et al, 1998).  

3.3.1 Navigating the Roles of Researcher and Project Manager 
My role as project manager and researcher at the same time creates a dual relationship to the 
research project and my eagerness for the project to be successful creates a certain risk of 
bias. Pathfinder International (2006) asserts that in-depth interviews of staff within a project 
for evaluation has a proneness for bias as the staff usually want to demonstrate how the 
project is successful and perhaps cover up problems and challenges. While it could be seen as 
an increased risk of bias that I as a researcher also have the role of project initiator and 
manager, it can also offer me unique access to knowledge and experience of the project and 
the organization that would be out of reach for outsiders. This type of participation and 
involvement in a project by the researcher is important to acknowledge and to even embrace 
in terms of validity (Winter, 2000; Barz, 2006). Navigating these risks and the proneness to 
bias is important and was acknowledged with awareness throughout the research. Some 
opportunities that I had as a project manager and researcher were to be able to combine 
project elements and data collection in an exploratory way. For example, I have had the 
possibility to give assignments to the participants that generated important data for the 
research project. An example was an assignment given to the participants where they had to 
write a song about their dreams of the future. The songs generated through this assignment 
served as important data that helped answering the research questions in ways that the 
interviews were not able to.  

3.4 Data Collection 
In terms of collecting the data for this study, it has required a certain degree of flexibility 
towards where to look for and value data that can benefit the study. I found myself having to 
not only include data collected within the project but also include data found outside of the 
project. For example, only including songs written within the project, or within the Gambia, 
would not offer the possibility to compare them to songs written outside of the project or 
outside of the country. This was deemed crucial to understand and highlight restraints and 
limitations to artistic freedom and freedom of expression. However, it is important to 
recognize that I did not have the ability to gather a large quantity of songs from the outside of 
the Gambia. This flexible approach to the data collection has allowed me to fill gaps and 
solidify the answers to the research questions. Semi-structured interviews were conducted as 
it can offer “new insights into a social phenomena” and they “allow the respondents to reflect 
and reason on a variety of subjects” (Folkestad, 2008, p. 1). By using an interview format 
with open questions the researcher has the advantage that the interviewee is able to respond 
to the questions and emphasize things that they find important. While the questions could be 
quite specific at times, the format made the interviews flow in a manner that allowed for 
flexibility in terms of where the interview would go (see Appendix). There are many factors 
that can affect the quality of the interviews, for example, the relationship between interviewer 
and interviewee as well as the interview situation itself (Folkestad, 2008). The interviews 
were conducted with three different groups: staff, youth participants and musicians. 
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Sometimes these roles merge, as some of the musicians are also part of the staff. The staff 
consisted of one project manager, the studio manager/drummer, the sound engineering 
teacher/musician and the founder of Sofanyama Kunda. Being aware of situational factors is 
important, and therefore I acknowledge that sometimes time constraints, the place (an open 
courtyard) and my relationship to the youth as project manager, can have impeded the 
answers given during the interviews. The Swedish Research Council (2002) outlines four 
ethical requirements to adhere to as a researcher: the information requirement, the consent 
requirement, the confidentiality requirement, and the usage requirement (Vetenskapsrådet, 
2002). The informants were all informed about the purpose of the study, that is was for a BA 
in Music and Education, and that their anonymity was ensured. Consent was made verbally 
with the participants before the interview started. However, I experienced that the anonymity 
of the interviewees could have been expressed more clearly. At one point in one interview 
while we were discussing freedom of expression, I felt the need to reassure the interviewee 
about him being anonymous, and I got the impression that his answers changed slightly with 
that information. 
 
An important part of the material is the songs written by the youth participating in the project. 
I have also chosen to include songs written by artists who have previously lived in the 
Gambia but chosen to leave, some out of persecution, and some in the pursuit of a better life 
in Europe. It was only the lyrics of the songs that were used as data as the focus was more on 
the message and not the musical performance. Most of the songs were collected and 
translated by my research assistant in the Gambia, while one have been collected via directly 
chatting with the artist on WhatsApp, and another through transcribing off a published 
YouTube video. The artist on WhatsApp was asked to send a song he had written since he 
had left the Gambia. This was important data as it allowed me to see the difference between 
his songs written in the Gambia and abroad. The purpose of including a wider range of songs 
is to be able to compare the messages in the songs and whether if, and how, they are different 
from each other. The songs also offer direct insight into the realities, concerns, dreams and 
hopes of the youth participating in the project.  

3.4 Data Analysis 
Folkestad (2008) states that data analysis does not occur in a vacuum, but is a continuous 
process and that “we can not easily distinguish the collection, reduction and analysis phases 
from each other” (p. 4). Realising data analysis as a continuous and iterative process 
throughout a qualitative research project also shows how inductive and deductive approaches 
interact. Themes in the data are inductively identified and verified deductively, creating an 
inductive loop in analysing the empirical material (Ryen 2002, as cited in Folkestad 2008). 
There are pitfalls to data analysis as well and it can be tempting to use only so-called “quote-
research” and simply confirm preconceived notions with quotes from the interviews 
(Folkestad, 2008). But such an approach is difficult to distinguish as science or journalism if 
it is used exclusively, therefore I have opted to use a technique used within the 
naturalistic/positivist paradigm. This technique involves splitting the data into entities and 
then assigning them into relevant categories (Folkestad, 2008) based on aspect relating to the 
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research questions and/or the theoretical framework. After the interviews were conducted and 
recorded, I transcribed them, and simultaneously started to look for possible themes within 
the material. After transcribing all the interviews they were analyzed a few times each in 
order to identify and connect various themes with the theoretical framework. While the focus 
was to identify recurring themes in the material, I also looked for significant single data that 
could contradict or broaden the identified themes. There is no intention to display trends as if 
they are unified, but rather to demonstrate complexity and embrace possible contradictory 
and multifaceted relationships in both the empirical material as well as its relationship to 
theory.  
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4. Theoretical Framework 
In the search for a suitable theoretical framework I have found three theoretical starting 
models especially useful: the concept of musicking (Small, 1998), as it allows for a holistic 
analysis and understanding of the empirical material; culture and sustainable development 
(Dessein, 2015), as it widens the approach and meaning of sustainability, and; music and 
sustainable development (Kagan & Kirchberg, 2016), as it specifically looks at the role of 
music and sustainable development. In the following section I will therefore present a 
framework using primarily the work of Small (1998), a recent report entitled ‘COST Action 
IS10007’ by the European research network ‘Investigating Cultural Sustainability’ (Dessein, 
2015) and an even more recent literature review by Kagan & Kirchberg (2016) that looks into 
the specific relationship between music and sustainable development. Finally, I will connect 
this framework with the notion of musicking. Understanding the intersection of culture and 
sustainability - and more specifically for this thesis - music for sustainability, will allow for a 
better analysis of the empirical material collected.  
 
Initially, the concept of sustainable development as set out by the Brundtland Report ‘Our 
Common Future’ in 1987, comprised the three pillars of ecological, social and economic 
factors, but in recent years the need for inclusion of a fourth pillar has become vocal from 
international/local organisations as well as the scientific community (Dessein, 2015). The 
four pillars - ecological, social, economic and cultural - and the integration of all four are 
required for the radical and systemic shifts needed for transformational change and achieving 
sustainable development (Kagan & Kirchberg, 2016).  

4.1 Musicking 
Small coined the term musicking as a reaction to the inability of the term music to capture the 
nature of music as something that is an event, involving not only performers of music, but 
listeners and a social context (Small, 1998). He critiques the notion of musical meaning being 
something that resides in musical objects, or works, isolated from the creative process, the 
people and the social context in which it is recorded and also perceived by the listener (Small, 
1998). Musicking offers a way of understanding music, not as an individual matter, where 
composers, performers and listeners are viewed in a social vacuum without interconnection 
or ability to contribute to the meaning of the music, but rather as active agents in contributing 
to the musical meaning in a specific social context. According to Small, the fundamental 
nature and meaning of music lies in the actions of people, not in the music as an object, or 
musical work (Small, 1998). 
 

To music is to take part, in any capacity, in a musical performance, whether by performing, 
by listening, by rehearsing or practicing, by providing material for performance (what is 
called composing), or by dancing. (Small, 1998 p. 9) 

 
The term can also be extended to include the individuals involved in practicalities of making 
a musical performance take place, for example selling tickets, providing food and drinks, 
setting up the instruments and gear etc. By including everyone - and everything - involved is 
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essential to explore the meanings that is generated through a musical event. Such an approach 
allows for analysis of the meaning of the performance within its physical and social context 
and the human interactions and reactions to that performance. Instead of looking at a piece of 
music and trying to determine its meaning in isolation, musicking allows for a more 
interesting question of understanding the meaning of a piece of music in a certain setting and 
with certain participants. A theory of musicking, as Small proposes, is important for the 
awareness of how a context and the people involved in it can control people and their musical 
activities to that extent that it limits their capabilities and makes them vulnerable to 
manipulation by people to gain power, status and profit. Thus, Small argues that a theory of 
musicking is important for everyone to understand themselves and others and that it is a 
political matter in its widest sense.  
 

The act of musicking establishes in the place where it is happening a set of relationships, and 
it is in those relationships that the meaning of the act lies. They are to be found not only 
between those organized sounds which are conventionally thought of as being the stuff of 
musical meaning but also between the people who are taking part, in whatever capacity, in the 
performance; and they model, or stand as metaphor for, ideal relationships as the participants 
in the performance imagine them to be: relationships between person and person, between 
individual and society, between humanity and the natural world and even perhaps the 
supernatural world.  (Small 1998, p. 13) 
 

Small argues that the concept of musicking is value-free and that no genre or expression of 
music should be viewed as superior to another. However, Odendaal et al (2014) argues that 
while musicking is value-free in itself, the societies in which a musical event takes place are 
not, but rather, music becomes “a part of the cultural narrative of the setting, simultaneously 
reflecting and constructing the underlying values of the society and the more extensive 
cultures in which it is practiced” (p. 167). Thus, it is in the social-cultural system in which 
musicking occurs that we can see and analyse the value and meaning of music. Odendaal et al 
(2014) summarizes Small’s idea of musicking in the following way:  
      

...when we expand our inherited notion of music-as-object to music- as-form-of-community-
life that can find its own inherent value in its multiple system of relationships, we introduce 
the possibility for cultural critique that not only pays attention to how music relates to society 
but also makes it possible to change society through musical involvement. (Odendaal et al. 
2014, p. 167) 

 
Odendaal et al (2014) argues that this shift from music as an object to music as a part of 
social life should also move our focus in general music education towards valuing the 
different aspects of musical learning. They argue that “it is the student, as part of the 
community of musicking, who is in the focal role in musical signification: the students’ 
relationships to sound, to other students and to the shared physical environment determine 
what is to be learned from the ‘music event’” (Odendaal et al, 2014, p. 169). This reasoning 
becomes highly relevant to understand for this study as music is what brings the youth (and 
teachers) together to one physical space and musicking occurs in the social context and 
within the confines of the relationships created and maintained in that space. It also redefines 
the role of the teacher to become a more “integral part of the building of a musical 
community that is able to set its own goals for mutually accepted tasks” (Odendaal et al, 
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2014, p. 169). Small (1998) contrasts the development of Western music and musicking with 
the role of music in many African societies. Here, musicking commonly functions as an 
everyday activity and every single individual is invited to make a contribution to the 
communal activity of musicking. In terms of educational goals, such an approach requires the 
educator to view musicking as a communicative activity and puts less emphasis on 
transmitting musical information and individualistic expression but rather open up for 
expressing “the insights gained through musical learning to the benefit of the whole 
community” (Odendaal et al., 2014, p. 169).  This notion of musicking as inclusive rather 
than exclusive in its approach provides agency to the musickers in the social and cultural 
contexts it occurs and opens up for a new focus of music education. A focus on building 
community and awareness of the communities in which the music education takes place aids 
in removing a ‘box mentality’ of formal music education and allows for inclusion of the 
wider community of musickers (Odendaal, 2014). Odendaal et al. (2014) argues that this 
perspective on music education suggests that “pedagogical approaches should serve the more 
general needs of forming a musical society, aware of the transformative potential of ‘music 
events’ that take place in all realms of culture” (p. 171).  

 

 
 

Figure 1: This simple figure represents my understanding of Small’s concept of musicking and how 
various aspects make up what can be described as musicking. This graph is not exhaustive and perfect 
in any way, but wants to show how music is situated within a context, a place, an audience, performers, 
composer (if there is one) and non-performers that still enable and contribute in some way to the 
making of music. 

 
As Figure 1 shows, music unifies all the other aspects, but music in this case does not 
necessarily represent a musical work, but rather a social-cultural musical event where 
participants relate to each other, musical sounds and the context they interact within. (Small 
1998). Musicking becomes an educative process where those who ‘music’ learn new things 
of the contexts in which they ‘music’ and of themselves, whether as musical performer or an 
enabler of the musical event (Odendaal, 2013).  
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4.2 Three Roles of Culture in Sustainable Development 
In the report ‘Investigating Cultural Sustainability’, the report writers suggests a framework 
of understanding the role of culture in sustainability and sustainable development where 
culture can have three separate yet integrated roles (Dessein, 2015). The report finds that 
culture can be understood in, for and as sustainable development and using the framework 
can be helpful to find a certain project’s position in the field of culture and sustainable 
development. The terms sustainable development and sustainability are often used 
interchangeably, but Dessein (2015) argues that sustainable development commonly is 
understood as not compromising the goals of economic growth, while sustainability can have 
for example social justice as its primary goal and thus support no growth or degrowth 
agendas. In the following section, the primary focus is on the notion of sustainable 
development.  

4.2.1 Culture In Sustainable Development 
Given the failure of previous definitions, frameworks and policies on sustainable 
development to include culture, the first role proposed by Dessein (2015) is to acknowledge 
culture as a fourth pillar and its supporting role in sustainable development . As such, it is an 
autonomous and separate dimension, yet linked to the other pillars of economic, ecological 
and social considerations and imperatives of sustainability.  
 

 
Figure 2. Culture in sustainable development. (Dessein, 2015). 

 
This approach has the benefit of looking at arts and culture aspects and their particular 
qualities within sustainable development organisations, policies and projects. Acknowledging 
culture as a fourth pillar makes it an equally relevant aspect to adhere to in sustainability 
assessments and practices. 

4.2.2 Culture For Dustainable Development 
The second role that Dessein (2015) suggests is looking at culture as a driver of sustainability 
processes through connecting and mediating the economic, social and ecological dimensions. 
Conceptualising culture to include “the diversity of human values, subjective meanings, 
expressions and life-modes” and as “the meaningful content of human societies and 
communities” (p. 30) puts culture in a position to connect the other dimensions of sustainable 
development and give it human and social meaning.  
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Figure 3. Culture for sustainable development. (Dessein, 2015). 

All efforts to work with sustainable development is obviously situated within various cultural 
contexts and that calls for an understanding of culture, its relationship to the dimensions of 
sustainability and using it as a mediating role to achieve goals of sustainable development. 
Moreover, appropriating sustainable development within culture can turn it into a meaningful 
process, as it becomes part of shaping the lives and existence of societies. Culture becomes a 
source of both problems and solutions and ultimately the place wherein the values and means 
lay that make the community want to continue to exist. Ultimately, this means that a 
community can work towards sustainability through the transformative power of its own 
culture.  

4.2.3. Culture As Sustainable Development 
In this role culture is viewed as an enabler, a core issue and transformative force for 
sustainable development that offers itself as more than just an analytical or descriptive tool, 
but as cultivation and sustaining life (Dessein, 2015). This approach also realizes the need for 
participation by communities by making connections between people and the environments 
they inhabit and through those connections create strategies that are place-, and people-
conscious (Dessein, 2015). As figure 4 (below) demonstrates, culture becomes an integrated 
part of the economical, ecological and social aspect of sustainable development, situating 
those dimensions within a cultural context and using culture as transformational power. 

 

 
Figure 4. Culture as sustainable development. (Dessein, 2015). 
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4.3 Music and Sustainability    
One might at first thought doubt that music has any direct connection to ideas of 
sustainability, which can explain why the academic research community on sustainability has 
largely ignored music. Kagan & Kirchberg (2016) attempt to fill the gap through an extensive 
review of research that connects the world of music with sustainable development. They find 
the potential of music for sustainability to be found in its innate creative nature, 
communicative power and contribution to the cultural dimension of communities.   
 

4.3.1 Music, Creativity and Resilience 
In many ways the term musicking is closely related to an understanding of music and music-
making as something more than sound, as something that can be a possible growing-ground 
for sustainable transformation. Looking at music in its ability to invoke creativity and 
contribute to resilient communities in the face of unsustainable development affecting the 
community, it offers both possibilities and risks in relation to sustainable development. 
Resilience is commonly defined as an ability to change or transform amid changing 
environments, or simply put - survive - through characteristics of redundancy (multitude of 
possible pathways of doing one and the same thing); diversity (diverse options of seeing the 
world, express ourselves, learn from experience and transmit knowledge), and; self-
organisation (grass-roots level response to crises) (Kagan & Kirchberg, 2016). Thus, 
resilience requires that communities nurture their creativity and allow for spaces that flourish 
and cultivates imagination, experimentation and challenging experiences, which in turn can 
open up for future-oriented perspectives and questions (ibid.). Fostering creative communities 
is necessary in order to deal with the complexities and uncertainty that sustainable 
development demands and music specifically offers important qualities. Music, with its 
participatory and inclusive qualities, can create cohesion and a collective identity in the most 
diverse communities. Furthermore, Kagan & Kirchberg (2016) highlight evidence of music 
that promotes pro-social themes “increases interpersonal empathy and willingness to help 
others, and musical contents with positive connotations about particular groups tend to reduce 
prejudice about these groups” (p. 9). The review also presents research that demonstrates how 
music affects the listener's emotions; that it serves as a medium for self-exploration; a 
communicative process for identity formation and that it can enhance community and 
individual resilience as well as contribute to social and cultural sustainability. The 
intersection of music and sustainability requires an open mind to see the synergies with, and 
potential for, sustainable development. 

Music as experience has phenomenological qualities that may stimulate biophilia. Music can 
enhance the creative resilience of individuals, communities and organizations. Shared musical 
experiences are powerful channels of identity formation or disidentification. Collective 
musical practices nurture values that can be helpful when integrated within sustainability-
oriented worldviews: cooperation, listening and tuning in to each other, and sharing 
responsibilities towards common desires. Music as a complex social and aesthetic system can 
stimulate an aesthetics of complexity, encouraging openness to the ambiguities, 
ambivalences, contradictions and creatively chaotic dimensions of reality, rather than 
levelling them into a coherent logical system. This aesthetic quality can shed the fear of 
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uncertainties that limits our creative openness to sustainability transformation. (Kagan & 
Kirchberg, 2016, p. 13)    

4.4 Summary of Theoretical Framework  
The proposed theoretical framework integrates all three lenses of musicking, culture and 
sustainable development, and music and sustainability. The intention of having an extensive 
framework is to allow for a broader understanding of the findings from different perspectives. 
The lenses also interact and overlap with each other in various ways and create a layered 
understanding of the material.   

 

Figure 5: Overlapping and interacting yet contrasting theoretical lenses. 

In Figure 5 music is part of culture for sustainable development and musicking, but it also 
holds inherent values in relation to creativity and resilience that is not necessarily shared by 
the other two. The same interpretation can be made for culture for/as/in sustainable 
development and musicking. The intention of viewing the material through these contrasting 
but overlapping lenses is that essential nuances and aspects of the material will be captured 
and bettered understood. 
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5. Findings 
In this chapter I will present the findings generated from the interviews, observations and 
song collection. In order to get a sense of the context the study was conducted, the chapter 
begins with observations gather during my time the field, from everyday observations, to 
specific observations during the workshops in the project. 

5.1 Setting the Scene 
Some mornings, just after the sun started to light up the village of Kembujeh I found myself 
waking up to the distant beating of drums, crowds chanting and singing as part of a 
circumcision ritual for young boys. The taxi taking me the five-minute ride to Brikama would 
play music by the local artist from the radio or from a USB-stick plugged into the sound 
system of the car. As I visited the barber, dancehall music would blare out through the sound 
system inside the small shop, trying to beat competing music and noise from the rest of the 
market, forcing the barber to turn it down for us to successfully have a conversation. Before 
the workshops would start at the studio, a group of men would sit under a mango tree, 
smoking, drinking tea and listen to music. As the kids arrived and waited for everything to 
start, they would listen to music on their phones, jam on the instruments in the rehearsal 
space or just relax in the shade. As the workshop starts, loud music blaring out of the 
compound, curious young kids from the neighborhood enter the compound to listen and 
watch. But, when they become too many and try to push closer to have a better look they are 
chased away by the studio manager. During the workshop, all participants are active in the 
creative process of making music, whether it is a song they have written or someone else’s 
song that they are backing up in one way or another. They give each other feedback, discuss 
the arrangement and contribute with parts to the songs. When someone plays the wrong notes 
and the group has to stop playing it is often with mutual and loud laughter, clapping and 
cheering. The cook and the others living in the compound congregate outside the studio to 
listen, sing along and dance, and sometimes entering the rehearsal space to snap a photo or 
video of the session. Back in the village, on a stroll down to the riverside, I would often 
encounter a taxi driver on break with doors open, music playing while young boys and men 
swam in the river. The evenings at the compound would often be accompanied by one of two 
people playing their favourite music from their phones while talking, making jokes, drinking 
ataya (sweet tea) and using social media under the starry night sky. 
 

5.2 Themes 
That music is an integral part of the Gambian society is obvious and the findings reveal a 
number of themes that are relevant for this study. The findings are grouped according to their 
most relevant themes, but that does not imply that they are exclusively relevant to only that 
particular theme, rather they are used to emphasize the themes. Also, the empirical material 
contains more examples of each theme than just the selected findings presented here, and 
once again, the examples are selected to demonstrate the themes and their nuances. The 
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themes are all interconnected in various ways and have been grouped together into sections 
with the intention to allow for a natural flow for the reader to follow throughout the material.  
 
The following themes were identified in the empirical material:  
● Tradition, duty and responsibility of music making 
● Emotions 
● Music as livelihood 
● Hopes and dreams 
● Lack of opportunities 
● Gender 
● Conscious music and messages 
● Freedom of expression 

 
In order to protect the anonymity of the informants but still maintain a personal feel I have 
changed the names of the informants.  

5.2.1 Tradition and Emotion 
The traditional role of music in the Gambia as a central component at naming ceremonies, 
weddings and funerals, is obviously there, but the interviews focused more on the role of 
music in the society in general and in the individual's personal lives in particular. The 
respondents were asked about why they do music and why they think it is important to 
themselves and the society. This section covers the themes of tradition, duty and 
responsibility of music making and emotions, or how they feel about music listening and 
music making as the two themes both concern the fundamental reasons why they are into 
music. 
 
One respondent emphasizes unity and oneness: “You know music brings a lot of things in the 
country. It brings oneness, it brings love…” (Adama, instructor). Music also serves as a 
source of social change, experience and learning: “Music is important because it brings 
change in our lives. When we experience anything in music, we learn many things” (Satou, 
17). Respondents who belonged to a griot family emphasized both pride, duty and 
responsibility to carry on the tradition of their forefathers: “We always feel proud to be a 
musician, to be a griot, to sing, to play drums, to play keyboard. …. Music is in our blood. So 
we have to do it. Whether we like it or not we are griots. So we have to do it” (Ebrima, 15). 
In contrast, the youth who were not part of a griot family faced opposition from family 
members in their musical pursuits: “I have told [my father] that I want to be an artist, but he 
doesn’t like me to be. .... He thinks music is not a career and I have figure out my life” 
(Ousman, 16). The same respondent demonstrates how music has become a source of coping 
with reality and to communicate with the rest of society: “I have been in hard times …. so I 
decided to spit all of those...life issues...for them to hear what was passed for me. Now I’m 
feeling cool a little bit” (Ousman, 16). Many respondents express that music is a source of 
happiness and a way of dealing with stress and life issues: “To me, for my music, I do music 
because I wanna see smiles on people’s faces, I want to see people smiling, I want to see 
unity, I want to see that communication, that interval between us, for us to be one family, you 
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know what I mean?” (Mariama, 18); “...some days, no matter how hard I feel or if I am 
stressed, I listen to music and it makes my heart content, and more free minded” (Ousman, 
16). An established musician, who is a griot emphasizes the responsibility that comes with 
being a musician: “If you are really really an artist, you know you have a big responsibility, 
you are a messenger. You have to be honest” (Sherif, instructor). While the role of musicians 
come with responsibilities and brings tools to cope with everyday life, the economical aspects 
of pursuing music as profession is central. 

5.2.2 Music as Livelihood: Dreams and Opportunities 
The following section includes the themes music as livelihood and hopes and dreams. The 
possible economical benefits of a career in music is emphasized in the traditional aspect of 
playing at for example naming ceremonies and that it becomes a source of pride for the 
musicians:  “Even these kids they have gigs, special gigs sometimes, people have naming 
ceremony. These kids, they go there with their drums, they play, they have little bit money 
…. and our community they respect these kids” (Adama, instructor). The possibility of using 
music to engage the community and raise funds for essential community investments is also 
stressed by one respondent: “...music can change a lot of things. Especially nowadays that we 
can use it for real causes. That we get the musicians now...for this hospital...to build this and 
that...people can bring a lot of money! And look at sometimes when they do these big 
ceremonies, the music is there, and who is doing the music, it’s these young kids we are 
preparing now” (Sulayman, instructor). The youth respondents all express the wish and 
ambition to build their career on music, but often with a backup plan if they fail to make 
music as a living. “For me, I think music is my career. I believe in music, I know I will make 
it in music. Yeah. Definitely.” (Ebrima, 15). The dreams are often big, with the hope to 
“...travel and know how people are living in other countries...and also perform in other 
countries…” (Satou, 17). The youth mention a number of possible occupations that they can 
pursue instead of music, for example pilot, politician, art sector and mechanic. The youth all 
agree that they will continue doing music independently of whether or not they make a career 
in music. One young rapper elaborates: “I’m thinking, if I don’t make it in music I will find 
other ways, I have many ways to go. Many stuffs. I’ll be doing music but I can still study 
what I want to do. I can do my art and study…”(Ousman, 16). When an instructor was asked 
how the project is helping the kids and the community, he responded that “...it’s helping the 
young people to develop, to have knowledge and experience for the future. If they have 
future they can help a lot of people, they can help their families, they help themselves” 
(Sulayman, instructor). Furthermore, he elaborates on how the project allows for learning 
experiences that can spill over to other areas of the participants’ lives:   
 

By getting this experience, we are giving [them] the chance. Not only a chance to be a 
musician, but at the same time...the most important thing in this project is the discipline inside 
it. That discipline will make you more focused on how to get a very positive use of it. Not 
only learning the music and showing your friends, no, you become more aware, yeah, we can 
use this platform...you get more involved in the business side of it as well. (Sulayman, 
instructor) 
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Sulayman also expressed that many do not know how they can benefit from music:  “...the 
shame is...some might be very talented but they don’t see that talent or they don’t understand 
what they can do with it. They might not know that you can sell music through the Internet, 
they might not know anything, they just know they can sing, they have a nice voice, period” 
(Sulayman, instructor). All three tutors argued for the need of place to play music, access to 
instruments and training. 

5.2.3 Challenges: Gender and Poverty 
The following section summarizes the themes of gender, and lack of opportunities. For the 
youth belonging to a griot family, being a musician is naturally encouraged and the tutors and 
instruments are available to pursue a music education in the oral tradition, however, a few 
non-griot respondents express the need to gain the trust of family and the community and to 
display economical benefits in order to gain the acceptance to pursue a music career: “Some 
people they go and play music and they are hiding it from the community. But then you bring 
money to your grandparents or parents and they see that this is helping. Then you get your 
freedom. Many times it is not that they don’t want you to do what you want, they want to 
take care...because the system is not easy” (Sherif, instructor). Another challenge to many is 
the lack of available instruments, both traditional instruments like the kora, balafon, djembe, 
mbalax drums for non-griots, but also western instruments such as drum kits, bass, guitar and 
keyboards: “It’s very sad when I see some people who want to learn music, but there are no 
instruments” (Adama, instructor). Girls face specific challenges pertained to their gender, 
both in terms of music making in general, and due to traditional values about the suitability of 
females playing certain instruments. One respondent expressedly said that “there are a lot of 
girls who want to do music but the family don’t like [it]” (Sherif, instructor), which is 
stressed by female youth who explain that ”you know what our people believe. We are going 
to marry, and if we are going to cook we [can’t] play kora” (Satou, 17). When a tutor was 
asked about why girls and women don’t have the same opportunities to play the same 
instruments he reveals other aspects of traditional values and argues that they do, but that 
“drums need energy, percussion needs energy, so maybe...have you ever seen the guys play 
the dudu13? I think, you don’t want to tell a girl to do that job, she will kill herself! In one 
point of view, certain instruments they need more energy and singing is like...to ask less” 
(Sulayman, instructor). For others the challenge is purely a matter of economics and being 
able to spend money on making music: “I was going to give up the music game …. Because, 
there is no hope for me. I [didn’t] think I can make it in music on my own without any help. 
So, it’s like...recordings...I’ve spend a lot of cash and I am too young to spend all that 
money” (Ousman, 16).  
 
A well-known challenge to the youth is the trend of young men deciding to flee the country 
through what is referred to “the Back Way”, and one participant expresses that “my aim was 
to go. To leave the country…that was my aim .... My friends, the ones I spent my childhood 
time with, they have all left me …. They said they want to help their moms. So they leave to 
go and search for a better life” (Bakary, 18). A few weeks after the interview, the participant 
                                                
13 Dudu is a small traditional drum played with one hand and one small stick. 
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contacted me from Burkina Faso as he had chosen to follow up on his initial plan of taking 
the Back Way, heading for Libya and finally Italy. He said that he felt it was his 
responsibility as the eldest child to help support his family and that going to Europe was his 
only possibility. I will return to the story of Bakary later in this chapter. 

5.2.4 Songs: Conscious Messages and Artistic Freedom 
The two themes of conscious music and messages and freedom of expression will be 
intertwined with the results of the song analysis. Examples from songs will be demonstrated 
to emphasize important aspects.  
 
Repeatedly, the youth participants stressed their focus on conscious music and their belief in 
the ability for music to sensitize and bring important messages to their listeners as well as to 
mediate in conflicts:  “I’m doing music in order to sensitize people, you know. It’s full of 
corruption I can see, it’s full of stress, violations everywhere.... It’s not like...to settle a 
dispute you have to fight, sometimes you make pleasure to settle a dispute” (Madi, 19). The 
ability of music to bring pleasure is clear: “Music is like, to entertain, to put a smile on 
people’s face, to give them a pleasure” (Mariama, 18); and “about messages, like, giving 
people encouragement in what they are doing in life”, but also about creating awareness:  “So 
many things taking place...bad things...so I have to send a message to people for them to 
listen to it and stop what they are doing” (Ousman, 16). The manner of communicating 
important messages through music and the unique artistic characteristics of music as a means 
of communication is expressed: “only music can do [it]...a very whispering message, a very 
smooth message that stays with you” (Sulayman, instructor) and that “if nobody feel 
anything, the message is not going. Like, you sing something, somebody is feeling. .... You 
have this feeling in you because the message is going” (Sherif, instructor). Furthermore, 
“why music is interesting is: you can call people, you can shout to people the reality, and they 
dance it. I mean, shout to the people the reality, and they dance it!” (Sulayman, instructor). 
When asked about the implications for artistic freedom of expression in the Gambian context 
where those who explicitly criticise the government are reprimanded, one respondent replies 
that: “There is an artistic way of working more with the message. ... If I insult the ones I want 
to reach...the oppressor...it’s a mission when I work on the lyrics...work on the message” 
(Sulayman, instructor). The issue of freedom of expression brings us back to Bakary who 
went the Back Way to Europe. He never stated his reasons other than a better future and the 
possibility of supporting his family back home in the Gambia. However, I asked him to send 
me a recent song while he was in Libya waiting to take the boat across the Mediterranean, 
which reveals his thoughts about the situation in his home country.  
 

 

Song 1: From Bakary in Libya 
 

CHORUS 
Gambian people we need a better living 

Why you think seh every youthman them leaving 
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Because the government na respect nona we feeling 
Mama, papa bawling can’t afford family feeding 

 
VERSE 

Government we need a better solution  
too many jobless youths in the street you need to pay attention 

nuh underrate the youths,give them inspiration 
no man is an island, dictatorship can’t be the solution 
beuz every youth wanna take part in nation elevation 

but everyone scared to talk 
cuz every single word u talk  

u see yourself in a prison wall 
 

CHORUS 
Gambian people we need a better living 

Why you think seh every youthman them leaving 
Because the government na respect nona we feeling 

Mama, papa bawling can’t afford family feeding 
 

SECOND VERSE 
Too many youths dem gone missing 

whole heap of leaders in prison 
yaya jammeh you need to reason  

we tired of the brutal killing 
too much fun you embezzle 

no development, we retarding 
 

 
 
The song also sheds light on the difficulty to talk about freedom of expression and many of 
the real issues facing the Gambian people. The few times I was able to talk about the 
oppression by the government and infringements on freedom of speech was in very small and 
trusted gatherings where we would be sure no one was listening. But even then, the dictator 
Yahya Jammeh is not mentioned by name but referred to as “the Man”.  
 
Killa Ace, the rapper who was forced to flee the country because of a song that criticized the 
government, appeared on a rap-based current events show in Senegal, reporting on the 
situation in the Gambia: 

Song 2: Journal Rappé (Season 3, episode 8)  
Yaya, king of Gambia (feat. Killa Ace) 

 
Presenter:  

OK, now, can you tell us about the freedom of speech in your country? 
 

Killa Ace: 
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Sir, that question is interestin’ 
which has a lot of points that I would love to mention 
for saying the wrong things you end up in detention 
TV is controlled by Hm! - his name I can’t mention! 

 
Yo it’s crazy how we’re living out here 

cause we’re scared to speak our mind because we’re really living in fear 
…. that’s how we’re living in here 

as soon as you cross the border you feel it in the air 

 
The subject of politics is non-existent in the songs collected within the project, instead, the 
main topics addressed in the songs are love and praise for mothers, each other, the project, 
the country of Gambia and the village of Kembujeh. A song dedicated to the project 
demonstrates unity and mutual praise within the group: 
 

Song 3: Sofanyama Youngstars (excerpt) 
 

Verse 1 
We are friends 

We got to do it together 
Together we can go 

Together we can make it 
Ohhh let's make it up 

Let's push it up 
Let's rock the world ohh wooo 

 
We meant to be 
We going to be 

Ahhh let's make it up 
Let's push it up 

Let's rock the world..... Oh woooo 
 

          Chorus (translated from mandinka) 
see me yo me yo, unless we go together 

see me yo me yo, unless we come together 
 

          Verse 2 
Am in love oh 

Am in love with Sofanyama 
So let's work together 

Together as one 

 
As one assignment within the project, the participants were asked to write a song about their 
dreams about the future: 
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Song 4: Future 
 

Chorus 
Is all about 
is all about 
is all about 
the future 
my future 
our future 

 
Verse 1 

Every youth have a dream about the future 
we wanna make it bright 
we wanna make it right 
we wanna make it nice 

we wanna make [a] plan 
 

Chorus 
 

Verse 2 
Every youth wanna have a house 

in our Future 
we wanna have a car 

But we have to work for it my brothers and sisters 
 

Chorus 

 
An instructor explains the unrealistic dreams that many young people have and that there is a 
need for them to reshape their definition of a better life: “the better life is not having a castle 
and everything, the better life can be to wake up in good health, clean water to drink, have 
good food to eat, somewhere to sleep” (Sulayman, instructor).  
 
Women empowerment is the focus in some of the songs by a female participant, she explains: 
“You know our roles we are going through, what we need to do, to stop the suffocations that 
the women are going through …. The message in the tune can be...to the man, if [they] listen 
to it, like, you will have a feeling in you that your woman is going through something.” 
(Mariama, 18). When asked how the song has been received she replied: “I performed this 
song and a soldier man came to me and tell me: ‘yeah, you said a good word in your tune, I 
like it. You are supporting our mothers’” (Mariama, 18).  
 
The possibility and need to provide access to music education and for music to address 
societal issues is stressed by one informant: “if we train musicians that are ready...to help the 
society to change in the very positive way, that’s amazing ….you can just be singing love 
songs, that’s fine, but if the song can help the kids who don’t want to go to school, to bring 
them to reason, I think that song is more welcome” (Sulayman, instructor). Understanding the 
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possibilities and challenges for music as a tool to achieve the positive social change that 
Sulayman mentions - and that are demonstrated in various ways throughout this material - 
requires a discussion in connection to the theoretical framework. 
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6. Analytical Discussion 
Analysing the findings and connecting them to the concepts laid out in the theoretical 
framework presents us with a number of interesting and crucial points. This section will 
connect the two parts and I will discuss significant aspects that are relevant to answer the 
research questions, but also aspects that, in one way or another, stand out in the material. The 
following chart displays the themes in relation to the theoretical framework and how the 
analysis has developed.  
 

 
 

Figure 6. The themes identified in the findings have been analysed with the theory of 
musicking (Small, 1998 and Odendaal et al 2014) as a primary lens and culture in, as and 

for sustainable development (Dessein, 2015), and more specifically music and 
sustainable development (Kagan & Kirchberg, 2016) as a secondary lens. 

 
As the theory of musicking is so central to discern meaning in music-making, it has been the 
primary lens for analysis. The theories of culture in, as and for sustainable development, and 
more specifically music and sustainable development, have then been applied as a secondary 
lens. This order of analysis has been important, as the primary lens has provided insights vital 
for the secondary lenses. 

6.1 The Social Context of Musicking 
Exploring the meanings of a musical event requires knowledge of the social context in which 
the event takes place. The various themes identified in the findings and Small’s theory of 
musicking allows us to explore this context and paint a complex but highly interesting picture 
of meaning in music-making. Small (1998) talks about meaning being found in the 
relationships between person and person, but also between the individual and society. This is 
useful to reveal power relationships and forces in the context where music-making takes 
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place that affects its meaning. This becomes obvious in the theme of tradition, duty and 
responsibility where those who belong to a griot family are tied to a tradition and family that 
turns music-making into a duty (but also a source of pride and income), while non-griots 
would often face opposition in their passion for music. Even though the participants’ music-
making might look similar from observation, knowledge of their background creates different 
meanings to their musical activity. The presence and participation of the young rapper 
Ousman, who’s music-making is disapproved by his father, has a different meaning than the 
presence of the griot-boy Ebrima. Similarly, a social context in which girls are viewed as less 
capable (for example lacking energy) and not meant to play certain instruments (due to 
traditional beliefs about gender roles), brings a different meaning to a female drummer in this 
context. Perhaps the absence of female instrumentalists within this project can be viewed as 
evidence of the impact of such traditional values. Odendaal (2014) stresses the importance of 
building an inclusive community of musickers, and Small (1998) emphasizes that awareness 
of context is vital to see and how people involved can limit the capabilities of individuals. In 
this context, awareness of the forces of traditional and social values puts a large responsibility 
on an organization and the teachers involved in creating an inclusive environment for musical 
learning that can address issues of gender and other forms of privilege.  

6.2 The Power of Music 
As the opening observation in the findings demonstrate, the importance of music on a societal 
and individual level in the Gambia cannot be mistaken. The informants also express the 
importance of music to them on a personal level and their view on music’s role to affect 
change in the society. In the following section I will also discuss the impact on group level 
with musicking and music for sustainable development as theoretical lenses. This section does 
not attempt to present proof of causality between music and social change, but rather analyse 
the respondents views on the matter in light of the theoretical framework.  

6.2.1 Societal Level 
To understand the impact of music on a societal level it is helpful to turn to the three 
suggested roles that culture can serve in relation to sustainable development. If we replace 
culture with music in the models presented by Dessein (2015) we are able to look more 
specifically at the role of music in, as, and for sustainable development. As an organization 
working with music as a central component, we can view it as separate from the other three 
pillars of economic, ecological and social considerations. As such, music has a value in 
sustainable development in itself, but should also be viewed as closely linked to the other 
three pillars. All three ways of viewing the relationship between music and the rest of the 
pillars can be identified in the findings. One example is how music can be used for 
sustainable development (Dessein, 2015) by engaging an audience to raise funds to finance a 
local community need, for example a hospital. But music can also serve as a central tool in 
addressing challenges to the society and raise awareness and discussion about issues like 
poverty, migration and gender. The integrated way music is entwined in community life, 
music should also be recognized as sustainable development (Dessein, 2015), changing and 
developing the society from within through music. Almost all informants argue that they are 
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into music because they want to change the society through their music by sensitizing people, 
settle disputes and entertain, using what they call conscious music. In a way, here they are 
suggesting to use music for sustainable development. They also attributed music with unique 
characteristics through its ability to reach people in combination of entertainment and serious 
messages. Mariama, a non-griot participant, is actively addressing gender roles in her songs, 
which actively works to increase interpersonal empathy between men and women. This 
resonates well with Kagan & Kirchberg (2016) who argues that music affects individuals 
emotions, allows for self-exploration and identity formation, creates cohesion and collective 
identity, which, in combination with the entertaining characteristic of music, give a lot of 
credit to the words “You can [sing] to the people the reality, and they dance it!” (Sulayman, 
instructor). Thus, music with its transformational power, in this case, becomes a tool as 
sustainable development as it is people- and place-conscious (Dessein, 2015). Reconnecting 
the argument of musicians as social change agents to previous reports, we find support in the 
example of how musicians mobilized during the Ebola outbreak to convince the population of 
the realness and risk of the epidemic and to build trust in the response from government and 
health organizations (NPR, 2014). 

6.2.3 Group Level 
The observations during the workshops, the interviews and the contents of the songs written 
within the project, all suggest positive effects on a group level. The songs consist of 
encouragement, unity, oneness and mutual praise: “We are friends // We got to do it together 
// Together we can go // Together we can make it” (Song 3). During the workshops the 
participants teach each other the songs, stop when needed to discuss the arrangement, give 
feedback and encourage each other, and thus sharing the values of  “cooperation, listening 
and tuning in to each other, and sharing responsibilities towards common desires”, that are 
important to incorporate in sustainability-oriented worldviews as described by Kagan & 
Kirchberg (2016, p. 13). Odendaal et al (2014) stresses the need for music education to have 
more focus on music as-form-of-community-life rather than music-as-object, which is a 
notion that resonates well with the the group dynamics and workshop situation within the 
project. However, it is vital to be aware of music existing within a cultural narrative which 
might reflect and construct values of the society that limit people’s capabilities (i.e. girls to 
pursue certain instruments) (Odendaal et al, 2014). Such awareness opens up for the 
possibility of using the musical learning space as a site for addressing those issues and 
provide a more inclusive musical environment. 

6.2.2 Individual Level 
The creative process of music-making, both lyrically and musically, provides a method of 
processing personal challenges and dealing with issues that the participants face on a daily 
basis. The way Ousman chooses rap as his medium to “...spit all those life issues...” to 
communicate with his family and friends and tell them about hard times and forgiveness, 
demonstrates the idea of musical practice as channels of identity formation and 
disidentification, self-exploration and individual resilience (Kagan & Kirchberg, 2016). 
Music also becomes a way of expressing the hopes and dreams that the youth have for the 
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future: “Every youth wanna have a house // in our Future // We wanna have a car // But we 
have to work for in our brothers and sisters“ (Song 4). The youth's individual resilience is 
demonstrated through the characteristics of self-organization (as response to a personal crisis) 
and diversity in their way of expressing themselves, learning from experience and 
transmitting knowledge (Kagan & Kirchberg, 2016). Emotionally, by simply bringing joy, 
self-confidence and the feeling of being “free-minded”, from both listening and making 
music, is also an important psychosocial benefit. Their responsibility as messengers and the 
pride in being able to contribute to the family’s income by performing music, demonstrates in 
a way the concept of redundancy by challenging the norm of what is viewed as a valid source 
of livelihood. The livelihood aspect is of central importance since the lack of such is the main 
reason many young men flee the country. Here, Sulayman describes how the project, despite 
its focus on music-making and studio recording, can also transmit discipline as a skill that can 
affect the youth’s endeavors in other areas as well. Not being an exclusive characteristic for 
music in any way, discipline within a music project and working together for a set goal 
certainly benefits the participants in a general sense. Bates (2016) argues that the conviction 
that participants develop personal and social skills through music education to overcome 
“poverty cultures” is common, but I would argue that there is a need to develop such skills, 
but using the culture of the impoverished as a resource, not something to be “overcome”. A 
big problem, that is also stressed as a need in the findings, is that there are a lot of talented 
musicians, but few have the knowledge about how to best cultivate and manage their talent to 
make a proper living out of it. This is another area where a platform for music-making and 
learning about other aspects of the music industry can serve as a crucial for the success of 
young and talented musicians. 

6.3 Limits and Opportunities for Artistic Expression 
The potential role of music as an active platform for political and social change is severely 
hampered by infringements on freedom of expression. This becomes clear, not only in 
conversations where politics are seldom discussed, but in the contents of the songs. Despite 
the focus on conscious music by many of the participants, politics and government are non-
existent themes in the songs written in the Gambia. The songs written within the project 
range from addressing love, unity, national pride, women’s empowerment and dreams of a 
better future. The sensitive issue of politics is demonstrated by the stark difference in how 
candidly Bakary dares to approach the situation in his home country while in Libya, openly 
criticizing the government. The fear is real and understandable, with proven examples like 
Killa Ace (see Chapter 2.3). It becomes clear that the Gambia has a long way to go until its 
musicians will enjoy similar freedoms as post-war Sierra Leone where urban youth address 
bad governance, injustice and corruption through pop music (Spencer, 2012). However, the 
findings also reveal how music allows for an artistic space to communicate messages that 
might not be possible otherwise. Songwriting as a means to address inequality and to allow 
for the oppressed to speak out against injustice is also stressed by Bates (2016). Therefore, 
conveying opinions and messages through music can serve as pockets of freedom through its 
artistic characteristics. As Sulayman argues: “...there is an artistic way of working more with 
the message...”. The idea is supported by Kagan & Kirchberg (2016) in the notion of 
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resilience and the characteristics of redundancy through the creative process of finding 
multiple pathways of doing one and the same thing, and diversity; various ways to express 
oneself. However, the nature of hip-hop and dancehall with its explicit and straight-to-the-
point lyrics, with commonly political themes, can explain why the freedom that the artistic 
space in the Gambia presents was not enough for Bakary, who decided to flee the country. It 
is also understandable that few are willing to push the boundaries of that space, with fear for 
their own and their family’s lives (see Song 2). The threat of being silenced for conducting 
work within the art domain, specifically for the qualities of artistic expression is real, and the 
US Ambassador on Human Rights is not surprised that “...it is little wonder that dictators 
seek to silence art” (US Embassy, 2015). The question is how an organisation can create the 
best possible environment for artistic freedom and support freedom of expression of its 
participants without putting anyone, or its own operations, at risk. In fact, finding this balance 
can even amount to possible situations of censorship where the organisation might need to 
censor participants’ explicit and political songs to not put its own operations in jeopardy. 

6.4 Music In, As, and For Sustainable Development 
However, it’s important to note the difference between sustainability and sustainable 
development that Kagan & Kirchberg (2016) points out. While sustainable development 
inherently builds on an idea of economic growth, sustainability does not necessarily adhere to 
that requirement and can even promote a de-growth agenda. Acknowledging this difference 
makes it possible to separate the two and for and organization and/or project to create dual 
objectives. In a culture where music is such a central element, it can - and possibly should - 
also be central to achieving any development and social change objectives. All aspects (in, 
as, and for) are relevant in this context and not taking advantage of the power of music can be 
seen as a missed opportunity for organizations whether they are promoting a growth agenda 
or not. As the analysis so far has shown, there is evidence of how musicking fosters creativity 
and resilience and creating and maintaining such spaces in an inclusive manner is important. 
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7. Conclusions 
At first glance, music-making and sustainability challenges seem to be largely irrelevant to 
each other, but this study has shown how the two are actually closely related and can benefit 
in many various ways from a merger. Three questions were set out to be explored in this 
study, and while there are many interesting and important points that can be elaborated and 
explored apart from these, this section will start by answering the questions and then make 
recommendations for future research.  
 

What role can music, and music-making, play in general, but for young people in 
particular, in the Gambia? 
 

The role of music and music-making can be viewed at three different levels: the societal 
level, group level and individual level. This study finds that there are benefits and challenges 
on each of these levels but nevertheless that music plays an important role at each of them 
and should be recognized, analyzed and understood.  
On the societal level music can be used to raise awareness of issues that affect the youth, or 
be used to engage audiences in financially supporting development efforts that can improve 
their situation. Equally important is how the youth use music to communicate with, reflect 
and affect the society through conscious music. Here, the messages are central to the music-
making of the youth and it gives them the tools to communicate issues that matters to them 
with their peers and the community at large. For example, the youth use music to address 
negative traditional values on gender, to mediate in conflicts and to communicate their hopes 
and dreams for the future. The findings show how music is unique in the way it can combine 
serious topics and effectively communicate messages in an entertaining way.  
On a group level the study shows how music-making during the workshops becomes a source 
of encouragement, group cohesion and oneness, and that it requires cooperation and the 
sharing of responsibilities amongst the participants. These values demonstrate the need to 
look at music-as-form-of-community-life rather than music-as-object to better understand the 
real effects on a group level. The study also reveals how important it is to understand the 
cultural narrative that music and music-making exists in and to recognizing that participants’ 
gender and griot/non-griot background creates different meanings in their music-making. 
On an individual level music-making fosters resilience, self-exploration and identity 
formation and affects the youth’s well-being. Music becomes a way to respond to personal 
crisis, and to communicate their hopes, dreams and other messages. The study shows how 
music-making, and even music-listening affects their well-being and that it can bring them 
joy, self-confidence and the feelings of being “free-minded”. It can also become a source of 
income for the youth, but for non-griots and especially girls, there is often a need to prove to 
the parents that such a livelihood is valid in order to gain acceptance. 
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What challenges and opportunities can music and music-making offer for freedom of 
expression in the Gambia? 
 
Even though freedom of expression is severely limited in the Gambia, this study shows how music, 
with its artistic characteristics, can offer pockets of freedom to address controversial issues by 
conveying messages in an artistic manner. However, the findings reveal that fear of repercussions for 
pushing that space too far is one reason some musicians choose to leave the country, as demonstrated 
by a participant in the project. So, while offering spaces for artistic expression through music is 
important, it is also vital to realize that such a space has its limits. Nonetheless, music remains a 
powerful medium in conveying messages that affect the young people in the country without 
necessarily stepping into the no-go zones of politics, corruption and government. 
 

How can organizations benefit from music in sustainability, development and social 
change efforts? 
 

This study shows how music, and music-making in particular can be used in, for and as 
sustainable development. It also shows how synergies can be found between the 
characteristics of music (and music-making) and sustainability. By applying the Small’s 
(1998) term of musicking, an organization can better discern the meaning of music-making in 
the community they serve at a societal, group and individual level. This is vital to be able to 
use the full potential of music and to ensure that music education focuses on music-as-form-
of-community-life and that it is inclusive and does not limit the capabilities of individuals. 
Applying musicking as analysis allows for an organization or project to navigate limiting 
factors (i.e gender and certain traditional values) within the cultural narrative in which it is 
situated. Creating spaces for music-making fosters resilience on an individual as well as 
community level should be seen as sustainability in itself, but can also be the growing ground 
for other goals of sustainable development and social change. The study shows how such 
characteristics as redundancy, diversity, creativity and self-organization found in music-
making are characteristics needed to navigate and deal with the chaotic dimensions of reality 
and ultimately to achieve sustainable transformation. Thus, incorporating music-making in an 
organization for the sole purpose of fostering these values could possibly be useful. 
Furthermore, the role of musicians as social change agents within a community can be used 
to promote sustainability efforts and raise awareness of issues that address any or a 
combination of ecological, social, economic or cultural dimensions of sustainable 
development. Making use of the power of music to reach audiences and to raise issues that 
directly affect the upcoming generation of young Gambians can and should be utilized more 
extensively, not only to achieve other sustainability agendas, but also for the characteristics 
of resilience and creativity that is found in music-making itself. 
 

7.1 Future Research and Recommendations 
A question that a remains to be answered is how, in practice, an organization can best use 
music to address poverty, negative traditional values (such as gender issues), freedom of 
expression, oppression and migration. Migration, of course, being a result of poverty and 
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oppression, but still a challenge that puts many lives at risk and is the cause of death for many 
young Gambians. What is clear from the findings and the analysis is that a space of inclusive 
musicking provides great potential and transformational power to empower individuals and 
groups as well as change the society from within. More examples of how to best create such 
environments are needed and perhaps it would be useful for more organizations to have 
access to guidelines and tools to make similar spaces inclusive and aware of both its potential 
and risks. Simply providing access to a space for making music is not enough, as the provider 
of the space one has to deliberately work with reaching those who are most in need and 
whom would benefit the most from access to such a space. Given the potential for music and 
music-making for youth empowerment and social change, but also for organizations to utilize 
it as a tool in sustainable development, more cases studies that demonstrate best-practices is 
needed. Guidelines and methodologies for how to best establish inclusive environments for 
music-making is also recommended for future research to explore. Finally, engaging the 
research community that focuses on sustainability, development, social change, human rights 
and music education to explore these terrains further would help to put music and cultural 
expressions higher up on the agenda. 
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Appendix – Interview questions 
Musicians 

1. What is the situation for musicians in The Gambia today? 
1. a) What are the problems? 

2. Where and how did you learn music? 
3. What is the role of music in your society today? 
4. What is the role of music for young people in Gambia? 
5. Would you say there are equal opportunities for all young people to play music? Is it 

different for boys and girls? Is it different if you belong to a griot family or not? 
6. Where do the youth have the opportunity to learn and develop their musical skills? 
7. How are the opportunities to make high quality recordings in The Gambia? Any 

challenges? 
8. What do you think needs to be done for young people in general in Gambia? 
9. This project, in what way does it affect the local community? 

Staff 
1. What is the situation for the youth in The Gambia today? 

1. a) What are the problems? 
b) What do they usually do in their free time? 

2. What is the role of music in your society today? 
3. What is the role of music for young people in Gambia? 
4. Would you say there are equal opportunities for all young people to play music? Is it 

different for boys and girls? Is it different if you belong to a griot family or not? 
5. Where do the youth have the opportunity to learn and develop their musical skills? 
6. How are the opportunities to make high quality recordings in The Gambia? Any 

challenges? 
7. What do you think needs to be done for young people in general in Gambia? 
8. This project, in what way does it affect the local community? 

Youth Participants 
1. Why did you want to be part of this project? 
2. What are your expectations on the project? 
3. Do you feel your ideas and opinions are taken seriously in the music we are making 

here? 
4. Why do you make music? 
5. What is your music about? 
6. How does it make you feel? 
7. You think music is important? Why is it important to you? 
8. Where do you normally make your music and with whom? 
9. Who has taught you the music that you know? 
10. If you couldn't do music, what would you do instead? 
11. Do you think you will still make music in about 10 years time? 

12. How do you think your life will be in maybe 10 years? 

 


